1970 Rambler Rebel
Lot sold
Year of manufacture

1970

Country VAT

AU

Mileage

58 524 mi /
94 186 km

Gearbox

Automatic

Chassis number

NK16362

Number of seats

2

Number of doors

4

Drivetrain

2wd

Lot number

125

Drive

RHD

Condition

Used

Location
Fuel type
Exterior colour
Car type

Petrol
Red
Other

Description
1970 Rambler (AMI) Rebel 'Hearse' SST
Year: 1970
Make: Rambler (AMI)
Model: Rebel 'Hearse' SST
Body: 4-Door Hearse RHD
Odometer: Indicating 58,524 miles
Engine: V8
Transmission: Automatic
Colour: Burgundy/Grey
Seats: 6
Description/extras:
- Australian assembled RHD
- Matching numbers
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- Tasteful Conversion to 'Hearse'
- Australian complied 6-seater
- Promotional vehicle potential
This character filled, Australian complied, 6-seater Hearse is powered by a powerful V8 engine and
paired to a 3-speed automatic transmission offering smooth, subtle gear changes making it an
excellent cruiser. As a one of a kind example of the Rambler Rebel SST, this matching numbered
example is a rarity and would make for a sound addition to any collection.
Finished in a unique Burgundy paint, the 'Deep Russet' paintwork was optioned and exclusive upon
release in 1970 and showcases the very best attributes of the Rambler Rebel. An aftermarket black
vinyl hardtop roof has been fitted. Its innovative design is classed unique and highly desirable in this
condition.
Featuring the factory optioned SST trim upgrade, the interior trim presents in Grey over a black dash,
highlighted with wood-grain inserts and with an interior produced with every aspect of luxury in
mind, this well-maintained example presents in fair condition overall. Having undergone a tasteful
conversion to a 'hearse' this example is fitted with a novelty casket and a fake body in the rear for
fun!
Comparable to none, an example modified like this offers great promotional potential and is fitted
with all necessary instrumentation as a hearse. With previous registration in WA, this example stands
as one of a kind on the market being a classic collectible or its business potential.
Presenting an Australian assembled, stunning example of a 1970 Rambler Rebel 'Hearse' edition
(AMI), the Rambler rebel was a mid-sized car produced between 1967-1970. These were assembled
in Australia by the Australian Motor Industries company in Port Melbourne, Victoria. They were
assembled as right-hand drives and had the engine, transmission, front suspension, rear axles and
doors fitted to the body while in the USA. Other parts were boxed and shipped with the car for the
final Assembly in Australia, then AMI plated. International sales of the AMC Rebel were sold under the
'Rambler Rebel' name.
Chassis: NK16362
Sold unregistered
As with all vehicles sold in the Classic Car Division, they have been well looked after by their previous
owners. Unfortunately, due to the high volume of vehicles, Lloyds Auctions are unable to physically
inspect every aspect of each vehicle and the description which should be used as a guide only have
been compiled after speaking with the owners. Lloyds Auctions sells these vehicles under standard
auction conditions that offers no warranties or cooling off period. Please feel free to call the Classic
Car Division if you have any questions relating to any vehicle. Inspection is highly recommended.
Lloyds stock #100961+1325
GCCMUSA

Lloyds Auctions

Title Mr
First name Alan
Last name Jones
69 Manchester Rd
Carrara 4211 Queensland
Australia
Phone +61 7 5559 1999
http://www.lloydsonline.com.au/AuctionLots.aspx
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